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Welcome to the second edition of the Guernsey Athletics eNewsletter.

I’ll be honest – I am typing this up in a rather different setting from what I expected. I expect most of our
members have heard the news that Sam Wallbridge unfortunately hit a hurdle in training on Monday and
subsequently has broken his collarbone. It is a horrible situation for him and I know from speaking to him
today (Wednesday) that he still cannot believe what has happened. The Commonwealth Games was
supposed to be the culmination of years of hard work and plenty of ups and downs…unfortunately he will
have to wait until 2022 for the chance to represent Guernsey on the big stage.
For me personally it was a difficult day on Monday following a call from Sam at 4:30am, which I took in
my hotel room at Manchester Airport. I had to decide over the following 2 hours whether to travel to Gold
Coast regardless of the fact the relay was now out of the question, or to return home. Though I believe it is
important to keep things in perspective – for me this was simply sport, after all – making a decision like
that at such an early hour and after such a shocking occurrence was very challenging. Ultimately it could
be argued that I should have gone and supported Dave Legg and the other athletes in my role as
Development Officer but on the other hand there are plenty of coaches, athletes and events at home which
would benefit from my support over the coming month. It was quite a dilemma but as I told the Guernsey
Press I did not want to be on a plane for 24 hours feeling regretful that I was going to Australia. There is
no doubt it is a CPD opportunity missed but 4 weeks away from my young family was always going to be
difficult to cope with and I had only got my head around this as an athlete rather than a team official. 2
hours was not long enough to see past that and I was pleased to receive support from those individuals
cited in the club statement on the next page. My own “journey” with the Commonwealth Games –
particularly those held in Australia – of course weighs heavily on my mind at this moment…I guess the
Aussies simply don’t want me to compete in their country!
Myself and Sam of course wish the four remaining athletes all the luck in the world and are excited to see
how they do.
Away from these recent developments, the indoor season has come to a close and I have included a lot of
content regarding that in today’s eNewsletter. I think it is worth reflecting on a very successful winter in that
regard and sometimes it can go unnoticed with all the action we have on island!
We held a very positive AGM this month. Minutes from this are online and can be found by scrolling back
through the news items on the home page. There was one item raised in AOB which questioned things like
the transparency or communication of decisions and strategy made by the club’s board and myself. This is
worth some consideration. Going forward I believe that mediums such as the eNewsletter offer a vehicle
for us to share certain goings on that previously were not communicated. If you, as members of the club
have any comments or thoughts on this subject then I would welcome them – please as always feel free to
email me. Do you require more information about what is going on in the background?
I hope you enjoy the following pages – please remember to contact us if you’re able to volunteer to help at
Easter (or any other time for that matter!!) and tune into BBC to support Cameron, Ala, Lee and Sarah in
Gold Coast!
Yours in sport,
Tom

tom.druce@guernseyathletics.org.gg

Track & Field news
Most of you will be aware of the news regarding Sam Wallbridge’s injury.
Below is the official club statement which was adapted and jointly released by
Guernsey Commonwealth Games Association and Guernsey Athletics.
On 19th March, during a training session at Queensland Athletics Centre near
Brisbane, Sam Wallbridge sustained a badly fractured collarbone following a
collision with a hurdle.
Sam had travelled to Australia in advance of the main team in order to
acclimatise and tune up ahead of the Games. The injury now means the 400m
hurdler is out of the Commonwealth Games and will remain in Australia for an
operation scheduled for 4th April.

This development also means that Guernsey will have to withdraw from the
4x400m relay event. Development Officer Tom Druce was due to run the relay
at the Gold Coast Games in three weeks time and he was scheduled to fly out
to join Sam in Australia only hours after the incident occurred. In consultation
with Guernsey CGA Chef de Mission Garry Collins, the Guernsey Athletics
Board of Directors, and senior athletes and coaches, Tom has decided to return
to Guernsey from the UK.
It was decided that the
remaining four athletes
will have the necessary
support from team
officials including
manager Dave Legg
and, in the case of
Cameron Chalmers and
Sarah Mercier, their
personal coaches.
Guernsey Athletics
wishes Sam all the best
for his recovery.

Track & Field news
Even during these bitterly cold last few weeks there have been some
red-hot performances on the track – as is the norm throughout the
winter the competitions are held indoors in an arena comprising of a
banked 200m track and all of the jumps events plus shot putt.
Alastair Chalmers was Guernsey’s sole competitor at the senior British
Championships where he was eliminated in the heats…but he had
company at the age-group equivalent the National England
Championships at Sheffield at the end of February.
The Gold Coast bound hurdler was competing over the 400m flat
(400m hurdles is not an official event indoors due to the banked track)
and navigated through the rounds to find himself in lane 6 in the final.
In an extremely competitive final, Ala
was able to claim the bronze medal
and in the process he went inside
49sec for the first time – clocking
48.70sec. This performance is
significant for a couple of reasons – not
least because it confirms significant
improvement in his flat 400m running
and thus he heads towards the
Commonwealth Games with genuine
expectation to improve his hurdles PB.
As well as that, he now moves up the
all-time rankings to fourth place behind
his brother Cameron, myself (Tom!)
and his coach Dale Garland.
Debate has long been had over the
conversion of indoor times to outdoor –
the expectation is though that outdoor
times will be quicker due to the 200m
tracks being so tight to navigate
around. Ala is certainly looking to be a
valuable asset to the 4x400m team for
the foreseeable future..

Track & Field news
It has been a highly successful indoor track season
for our athletes. As well as the youngsters, it is
worth recognising established sprint star Josh
Allaway’s solid indoor campaign as he achieved
his second, third and fourth fastest 60m runs of his
career all on the same day at the Scottish Champs
which included his second ever sub-7sec
performance. He also broke his indoor 200m PB in
Manchester.
In the U20 age group – Sophie Porter was the star
as she claimed a bronze medal at the England
Champs over 400m and in doing so reduced the
Island senior record by 0.02sec to 56.32sec,
following Indi Gallagher’s 56.34 at last year’s
Commonwealth Youths. As well as taking the medal
when it mattered, the time ranks Sophie 7th in the
UK for U20 400m. She had also demonstrated
versatility across events by coming with centimetres
of Kimberley Goodall’s U20 record of 5.73m and
senior record of 5.77m. Sophie’s best effort in
Sheffield in January was 5.62m – a big PB and a
UK U20 ranking of 14th.

Track & Field news
The medal that got away for Guernsey at the National England
Age Group Champs at Shefflied’s EIS indoor arena was in the
U17 men’s 200m – hardly an event where Guernsey has a rich
history and certainly not at age group level.
Cameron Chalmers has yet to do a competitive race over the
distance, and all-time Guernsey ranking leaders Druce, Allaway
and Garland did not excel at the distances as youngsters…Josh
being the first to break into low-22sec territory in his final year as
an U20. It appears to have been difficult over a sustained period
to produce genuinely fast young male athletes. Added to that, if
you were to consider electronic times only, the depth in those alltime senior rankings looks also looks pretty sparse.
Enter Joe Chadwick.
The high-jumper-turned-sprinter produced a quite incredible
afternoon of performances at the Scottish Indoors in Glasgow in
January.
• Three PB’s in 3 hours
• Outright Guernsey U17 record

• Scottish Indoors Championship Best Performance
• Scottish Indoor Champion
• 2018 U17 UK number 1
Joe’s time of 22.41sec has remained unbeaten during the indoor
season to see him finish as top ranked U17 for 200i for the year.
He suffered flu for a week between the Scottish Champs and the
National England Champs and the title was won in a time of
22.58. Whilst there is bound to be a tinge of regret that he wasn’t
able to claim a title – the indoor season should give Joe and the
other young male sprinters in the club confidence and impetus for
the summer season ahead. Hopefully those all-time rankings will
soon be looking a bit more populated like their female
counterparts!

Track & Field news
There were plenty of other pleasing performances across the indoor
season. Endurance athletes have rarely ventured indoors in recent times
but it was pleasing to see Dan Galpin, Richard Bartram, Katie Rowe and
Isaac Powers breaking this trend this winter.
Dan went inside the 9min barrier for 3,000m for the first time at the
British Universities (BUCS) Champs. His Bath team mate Richard fared
well over 1500m as he progressed to the semi-final and indeed he’d
already run a fast 4:03 clocking prior to the championships. A week
prior to the champs, Dan had also jumped a few places up the Guernsey
all-time rankings with a sizeable PB of 4:06.98 in Cardiff.
Also present at the BUCS competition was the returning Katie Rowe. She
was the subject of what looked an incredible photo-finish judgement
which ultimately meant she did not progress from her heat of the 800m.
Despite that frustration, her 2:19 performance was a pleasing sign of
progress back towards her best form. She last competed on the track at
the Island Games in 2015 where she achieved her PB of 2:15.
Back over the shorter distances, Peter Curtis and Amelia Lees both
claimed small PB’s over their long sprint distances but had their whole
indoor season compromised by being drawn (randomly) in lane 1 for
their season openers. This had the knock-on effect of them not being able
to achieve times which represented their capability and therefore they
then achieved poor lane draws for their national champs heats based on
their poor seeding times! Both gave the races their all and were at least
rewarded with PB’s from lane 2 and some encouragement for the
summer.
In the U15 age group – Amelia Hart was pleased to achieve the national
entry standard with a performance of 8.59sec. She unfortunately
suffered a slight hamstring injury prior to the champs but was able to
compete and will therefore be able to build on the experience.
Nick Marley targeted a couple of indoor competitions for his group of
athletes and saw some good results. Established age group athletes
Rhiannon Dowinton and Sofia Mella adapted to their new hurdle spec
and achieved the entry standards required for next year’s indoor age
group champs – when of course they will be top of the age group. They
also opened their accounts for the season for long and triple jump
respectively. U15 Eve Walley showed promise for the long sprints with
good 200 and 300m performances but the star performer for the
youngsters was Macy Ozard who broke and tied Island records for U13
60m and 60m hurdles respectively.

Track & Field news
Time to plan your local track seasons!
Below is the current event map for the Intertrust T&F Challenge. More formal
information including timings will be released soon as well as any minor tweaks
necessary as we aim to offer our athletes the best local T&F programme that we can.
There are some strategic changes that have been implemented to the offerings for this
season. These are largely in place to positively affect the development of our younger
athletes but also to offer more opportunities to undertake jumps and throws
competition.

Intertrust Field Fests will be held on Thursday evenings throughout the summer. This
will allow athletes of all ages to take to the jumps and throws runways or circles and
try their hand at all field events. It is envisaged that on these evenings ALL U13
athletes and most U15’s will partake in the competitions instead of training. It is also
a great opportunity for perceived track specialists to use their skills acquired in
sprinting to power off the take-off board or launch a shot putt. Youngster Sofia Mella
is a prime example of someone who saw herself as only a track athlete 12 months
ago but now is aiming to compete in the triple jump at the Island Games in 2019.
The other most visible change is the inclusion of U13 Quadrathlon events. These are
intended to facilitate an easier transition from colts to juniors and maintain the
athletes’ abilities across all event groups.

Endurance news
The Intertrust Easter Running Festival is the main point of interest
following the cancellation of last weekend’s Eastleigh 10k due to snow.
News has been filtering through of various athletes confirming their
spots, not least that of reigning Champions Jacob O’Hara and Louise
Perrio (pictured below). Both are aiming to retain their titles.
New local star Ryan Burling’s involvement is currently a little unknown
due to a minor ankle injury and the local endurance fraternity will be
taking a keen interest in his fitness status over the coming days.
An elite female entry has just been added to the field for both road
races – this news will be confirmed on Friday so keep an eye on the
club website!
Entries are open online until this Sunday…after that only on-the-day
entry will be possible.
We are still on the lookout for volunteers for various roles throughout
the weekend so please contact Suzi on club@guernseyathletics.org.gg
in the first instance so she can co-ordinate with the committee.
For more information check the website
www.guernseyathletics.org.gg/easter

Coaching

Above is the up to date representation of the coach/athlete structure in place at the club.
It is always a challenge to truly represent a framework such as this one in a visible document –
hopefully this is as close a possible to showing what is in place to cater for our athletes and
indeed for the development of our coaches.
There are positives and negatives to this current structure and I will be continuing to work to
address the latter. The obvious negative elements to be addressed are the throws and also high
jump. I am hopeful that plans are beginning to form so I will be able to help Sara with the throws
and I am very confident that in a few months time we will have a genuinely exciting set-up for our
throwers.
On the positive side we have a great team forming here. Generally where coaches share a
dividing line in the document there will be some sort of interaction between them to benefit their
athletes (there are a couple of exceptions e.g. Dave W & Steve)…or it represents paths that
athletes can take either sideways or upwards (which represents change of event focus or
progression in their current event group respectively). Young athletes will be exposed to more
than one coach but generally will have one “lead coach” which would be either Dave W, Matt or
Sara.
The evolution of the structure is based largely on the needs of the athletes on the Elite Athlete
Support Programme as well as various developmental aspects of the sport on the island. To that
end the evolution of the structure is driven by myself as Athletics Development Officer. The
movement of any athletes on the Support Programme from one coach to another will only be
possible with coach or athlete/parent consultation with myself. This is essentially so I can
undertake my role of facilitating the development of our young athletes.
The above structure will be released formally in the next fortnight.

Athlete
Development
The previous page leads nicely onto the concept of athlete development. As previously noted, coaching and athlete
development will always be necessarily intertwined! The framework not only highlights deployment of coaches but
shapes possible pathways for athletes who may move sideways to work with other coaches on an occasional basis
or permanently or move upwards through the framework as they develop. I am really pleased that all the coaches
working with foundation and development athletes are applying sound principles including the concept of not
pushing our young athletes to do too much too soon.
Young athletes are not mini-adults. This means that they require different training programmes and in some cases
different competition disciplines. It is important not to throw too much into a young athlete’s programme – there
has to be certain stimuluses or training components kept back until post-puberty or beyond – and conversely there
are some training modalities that should be utilised with youngsters but will not be with adults. Age group success is
great if achieved in the right manner – but if it is achieved by implementing too many training components then it is
obvious that future development is going to be challenging.
I am pleased to have had a couple of really positive conversations with parents of young athletes in the past month
in which we spoke about the principles of not training too much too soon and competing over distances that are
appropriate. Often this means concentrating on lower distances, e.g. “long sprinters” remain competing at 300m
rather than 400m on the female side until the age of 17.
I believe it is beneficial for athletes to keep a degree of focus on the shortest distance that they are comfortable and
relatively successful at for as long as possible. It stands to reason that being successful at distances below an
athletes ultimate adult distance is the underpinning for long term success – an athlete cannot expect to run a
certain time for the 3,000m if they have yet to achieve ‘certain-time-divided-by-2’ in the 1500m. The same applies
for the 200m and 100m, or the triple jump and long jump.
‘Windows of opportunity’ was a concept coined in the original LTAD model back in the early 2000’s. Though that
aspect as cited then has been largely dismissed for various reasons by practitioners in the past couple of years – it is
still worth considering that fast-tracking young athletes through stages of development can and will result in them
missing opportunities to develop certain skills. These may include learning correct top-speed mechanics, basic
strength development, co-ordination how to jump, how to land, etc. Many of these skills will be more difficult to
attain later. As well as the physical and technical aspects, the mental element is worth consideration too. Adults
may have fun doing athletics but it is a different version of fun from a 13 year old! We must let the youngsters have
fun doing the sport and this may involve undertaking warm up games or just enjoying challenging each other in
certain exercises or distances. What is obvious is that training as adults early in an athlete’s journey will eventually
lose its appeal and the athlete will become stale – another reason it should be avoided.
Ultimately, basic metabolic work should be included in the right doses but not be over relied upon for athlete
development. Its excessive use will bring a degree of success but without the correct skills training it will leave
athletes short-changed as they get older. The aim for me is for all athletes to either develop to be the best adult
athletes they can be or to engage in the sport and remain a life-long participant. Neither of these will be easy to
achieve if an athlete is highly successful as a junior but then plateaus for a significant period in their late teens
because they essentially missed out on stages of learning. It can often seen to be smart to go “longer” if the athlete
is willing to work hard because “grinding” will bring success. However patience is a virtue and training smartly
towards the right competitive event is the way to go. Bear in mind this does not change the end goal, only the
journey to get there. Short cuts are not the right route!
Getting an 17 year old male 100m sprinter to run 10.1sec is only impressive if they aren’t lifting adult-type weights
in the gym and undertaking adult-type workouts on the track – if they are already doing that then how much more
improvement can you truly expect from them?

Fixtures
Below are the upcoming fixtures taken from the website for your convenience

Colts Corner

Colts Facebook page:

The colts section has their own, closed, Facebook page. To subscribe click here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/537722433266597
The colts also have their own web-site, with links to results/photos/entry forms
etc. as well as a “colts news” section. The web-site can be found here:
http://guernseycolts.co.uk
Friday evening colts group
By the start of the summer holidays, at the latest, It is the intention to have all of
the colts age groups training together on the same evenings. This mainly affects
the Friday night colts section who will move training days and commence training
with the slightly older under 11 age group athletes on Tuesday and/or Thursday
evenings.
It is also proposed that when the various groups merge then the colts “core”
training time will be 5pm till 6pm, with drop off from 4:45pm. This is a slight
change from the current drop off at 5pm with core training time 5:15pm till
6:15pm.
Assistance with colts sessions
Nick has had a number of parents recently offering to help with the colts
sessions, which is fantastic!
This is something he will pick up with those parents after the Easter break.
However, especially with this age group, you can never have too much help so
should any more parents feel they would like to get involved even if it is just for
one of the weekly sessions then that would also be really appreciated by Nick
and his team.
Easter Holiday Camp
The next of our popular Holiday camps will be held over the Easter holidays.
8:45am till 12:30pm on 4th / 5th / 6th April.
These camps are open to school years 2-7 and non-club members are definitely
welcome to come along. Entry forms can be found on the colt’s web-site.
Contact for Colts information
Should you have any queries over the above then please discuss with Nick
Marley in the first instance. Nick can be contacted on 238232 or by e-mail to
mar.ley@virgin.net Alternatively just catch him before or after one of the colt’s
sessions.

Athlete interview:
New endurance star
Ryan Burling
You cannot fail to have noticed the new face on the local endurance athletics scene. Ryan
Burling has only been on island a few months and has set numerous course records and
personal bests since his arrival – including a superb 9th place in the recent GB Half
Marathon champs in 66 minutes 28 seconds. This was his first full outing in a Guernsey
vest. His next representative events are the Eastleigh 10k and Home Countries
International Cross Country. He is coached by Tony Simmons – 4th placer in the Olympic
10,000m in 1976 and a competitor in the first Guernsey Easter Running Festival in
1982.
We wanted to ask him a bit about his background.
When were you first introduced to the sport?
I joined my local club, Milton Keynes AC, at the age of 11 after going along with my dad
who was a member. I was going out for runs with him on the weekends, but I wanted to
do a little bit more and see if I enjoyed it.

What were your initial event interests?
I originally started as a track runner, mainly 800-1500m, but did the occasional
throwing event. I was actually better at the shot put and javelin than I was a runner! But I
really enjoyed the longer distance events. I was a track runner for quite a number of
years, but I fell out of love with the track and wanted to move onto the road, which lead
me to leaving Milton Keynes and moving to Luton to train with Tony. I think that is when I
really started to love the sport.

Did you have any other sporting interests at the time?
I played a lot of football alongside my running, but the sports didn’t really work well
together and I often got injured. I made the decision to pack it in and focus purely on
running after my coach at the time thought I could be a lot better, and I was a bit fed up
of missing running to go to football matches.

Have you any distinctive Championship memories from your teenage years?
South of England as a top year under 17, I managed to get 3rd place in the 1500m
steeplechase and it’s my only regional medal. I ran a big PB which then led me to
competing at English Schools in Birmingham, at the time it was shown on Sky Sports and
my race was televised. I didn’t do very well but it was a great experience.

What brought you to Guernsey?
Originally, I came to the island to visit my dad when he was in hospital after a very unfortunate bike
crash, I fell in love with the island and always wanted to come back. I’m training to be an
accountant and a position came up with a big 4 firm, so I took it and moved to the island at the
start of January this year. The lifestyle on the island also really appealed to me, I wasn’t enjoying
myself working in London and I am now a lot less stressed.

Has training in Guernsey changed the way you train?
It’s a lot more hilly and windy which I think has helped me to get stronger as you cannot avoid it,
but mainly London put me under a lot less stress which looking back did break up my training.
Although I follow a training plan from Tony and do a lot of my sessions on my own, the club and its
members are very supportive which makes the atmosphere enjoyable. The club puts on a lot of
good quality local races has helped massively, it’s meant I’ve had some great performances
(especially the 10 mile road race).

What are your aims for both the near and long term future?
In the near future, I have to get on the track to run the Island Games standards. By the end of the
year I really want to break 30 minutes for 10k. Long term, after the London Big Half I’ve got a real
belief that I can achieve something great in the next few years if I carry on applying myself. I’d love
to represent England or Great Britain one day and I think it’s achievable. (Image courtesy of Phil Nicolle)

Club Kit –
PrintMyTees.gg
Athletes and
coaches can check
out the range of
club kit available
both in store at St
Martins (on the Coop complex) or
online via this link:

PrintMyTees.gg

Home Straight
(regular final page featuring some bitesize items)

Easter – there will as usual be a
quiz held at the Vale Douzaine
room on Easter Saturday. Please
can all members make an effort
to attend! All monies raised will
go towards the 2019 Island
Games team costs

International XC! This weekend
we are sending a team to take on
the home countries in an
international match. It promises to
be an exciting weekend and we
are represented in both senior
and U20 men’s competitions

Elite Athlete Support Programme
– all athletes on the programme
should keep regular dialogue with
me and/or their coach about all
aspects of their athletics. For
youngsters – parents should feel
free to keep in touch with me as
ADO and their child’s personal
lead coach

Invoices for coaching and facility
fees will be sent out on 1st April –
please check your emails

All athletes on the Support
Programme are expected to
volunteer in some capacity at
Easter and also attend the Quiz
“TRACK!” – all athletes should be
aware this call essentially means
“excuse me, get out of my way” if
they’re standing in the way of an
athlete who is mid-training rep

Cameron Chalmers will open his
2018 season on Sunday in New
Zealand. He will then compete
again in Australia on 28th March
before his Commonwealth Games
campaign begins!
This weekend will see 15
volunteers undertake the formal
qualification of “Coaching
Assistant.” We have been able to
hold this course locally and are
very excited to have this large
cohort become qualified. They
include current athletes who we
hope to become great coaches in
the coming years!

